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Lecture: Memory Innovations, Security

• Topics: row buffers, refresh, information leakage,
Spectre and Meltdown attacks
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Memory Architecture
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• DIMM: a PCB with DRAM chips on the back and front
• Rank: a collection of DRAM chips that work together to respond to a

request and keep the data bus full
• A 64-bit data bus will need 8  x8 DRAM chips or 4  x16 DRAM chips or..
• Bank: a subset of a rank that is busy during one request
• Row buffer: the last row (say, 8 KB) read from a bank, acts like a cache
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Row Buffers

• Each bank has a single row buffer

• Row buffers act as a cache within DRAM
 Row buffer hit: ~20 ns access time (must only move

data from row buffer to pins)
 Empty row buffer access: ~40 ns  (must first read

arrays, then move data from row buffer to pins)
 Row buffer conflict: ~60 ns  (must first precharge the

bitlines, then read new row, then move data to pins) 

• In addition, must wait in the queue (tens of nano-seconds)
and incur address/cmd/data transfer delays (~10 ns)
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Problem 4

For the following access stream, estimate the finish times for
each access with the following scheduling policies:
Req       Time of arrival           Open    Closed      Oracular
X                10 ns                                     
X+1           15 ns
Y              100 ns
Y+1         180 ns
X+2         190 ns
Y+2         205 ns

Note that X, X+1, X+2, X+3 map to the same row and Y, Y+1
map to a different row in the same bank.  Ignore bus and
queuing latencies.  The bank is precharged at the start.
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Problem 4

For the following access stream, estimate the finish times for
each access with the following scheduling policies:
Req       Time of arrival       Open    Closed     Oracular
X                10 ns                         50           50              50            
X+1           15 ns                         70           70              70
Y              100 ns                        160         140           140
Y+1         180 ns                        200         220           200
X+2         190 ns                        260         300           260
Y+2         205 ns 320         240           320

Note that X, X+1, X+2, X+3 map to the same row and Y, Y+1
map to a different row in the same bank.  Ignore bus and
queuing latencies.  The bank is precharged at the start.
** A more sophisticated oracle can do even better.
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Refresh

• Every DRAM cell must be refreshed within a 64 ms window

• A row read/write automatically refreshes the row

• Every refresh command performs refresh on a number of
rows, the memory system is unavailable during that time

• A refresh command is issued by the memory controller
once every 7.8us on average
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Problem 5

• Consider a single 4 GB memory rank that has 8 banks.
Each row in a bank has a capacity of 8KB.  On average,
it takes 40ns to refresh one row.  Assume that all 8 banks
can be refreshed in parallel.  For what fraction of time will
this rank be unavailable?  How many rows are refreshed
with every refresh command?
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Problem 5

• Consider a single 4 GB memory rank that has 8 banks.
Each row in a bank has a capacity of 8KB.  On average,
it takes 40ns to refresh one row.  Assume that all 8 banks
can be refreshed in parallel.  For what fraction of time will
this rank be unavailable?  How many rows are refreshed
with every refresh command?

The memory has 4GB/8KB = 512K rows
There are 8K refresh operations in one 64ms interval.
Each refresh operation must handle 512K/8K = 64 rows
Each bank must handle 8 rows
One refresh operation is issued every 7.8us and the
memory is unavailable for 320ns, i.e., for 4% of time.
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Hardware Security

• Several types of attacks: physical access to hardware, 
compromised OS, untrusted co-scheduled applications

• Defenses include: hardware permission checks, encryption,
microarchitecture partitions, signature checks

• Information leakage still unresolved – exploited by Meltdown,
Spectre, and many subsequent attacks
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Meltdown

Attacker code
Fill the cache with your own data X

lw R1  [illegal address]
lw …   [R1]

Scan through X and record time per access
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Spectre: Variant 1

if  (x  <  array1_size)  
y = array2[ array1[x] ];

Victim 
Code

x  is controlled by 
attacker

array1[ ] is the secret

Access pattern of array2[ ] betrays 
the secret

Thanks to bpred, x can be anything
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Spectre: Variant 2

R1  (from attacker)
R2  some secret
Label0:  if (…) 

… … 

Victim code 

Victim code 
Label1:

lw [R2]

Attacker code 

Label0: if (1)

Label1:  …
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